
FRESHLY SET:
OUR NEW 
VERTICAL BLINDS
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VERTICAL OUTLOOK
 

With the new vertical blinds, Création Baumann is expanding its range of functio-
nal and aesthetic products and opening up even more possibilities for combining 
systems and curtain fabrics.

TEXTILES WITH FUNCTION

The new vertical blinds in the Glare & Heat range are 
particularly suitable for sun-exposed windows and can be 
individually controlled. They bridge the gap to the roller 
blinds and curtain fabrics from the new Glare & Heat 
collection and expand the field with even more possibilities. 
In addition, the Blackout novelty allows rooms to be 
gradually darkened according to need.

TEXTILES WITH DESIGN

The new digital prints create exciting effects and sophistica-
ted designs, turning them into real works of art on the 
window. The laser designs inspired by nature and graphics 
create delicate plays of light and shadow in the room and 
can be arranged individually as desired.

GLARE AND HEAT PROTECTION

SCREENTECTUS and SCRELINO both have excellent proper-
ties in the area of glare and heat protection. SCREENTECTUS 
with its aluminium-metallised reverse side ensures the best 
values and individual sun protection. The finely mottled 
screen fabric SCRELINO does without metallisation and can 
be combined particularly well with the SCRELAN R of the 
same type from the roller blind collection - vertically and 
horizontally in harmony.

BLACKOUT

With DENSINUS, the lighting conditions can be controlled 
very easily. The darkening function gradually darkens 
the room, depending on the position of the vertical slats. 
DENSINUS is a perfect match for the DENSO R fabric of 
the same type from the roller blind collection and opens up 
scope for a wide range of combinations.

EXPRESSIVE DIGITAL PRINTS

The two digital prints FANFARE and RAYS create special 
moments at the window. FANFARE depicts a continuous 
branch over several slats, growing from the floor or hanging 
from the ceiling, as desired, to green up the room. With its 
artistic colour gradient, RAYS emphasises the effect of the 
light falling on the slats and creates a fascinating effect.

EFFECTIVE LASER DESSINS

The fine flowers of LASER ROSA V can be arranged 
individually to reveal delicate flowers or sweeping tendrils. 
LASER LETTERS V captivates with a graphic filigree design 
of capital letters. The design of LASER SMILE V is remini-
scent of fish scales, which adorn the slats here as an elegant 
pattern. The playful, slightly three-dimensional dot pattern 
of LASER CIRCLE V creates a lively shape and a sophistica-
ted play of light.

In addition to the new vertical blinds, three roller blind fabrics have been added to the range. SCREENTEC R with excellent 
glare and heat protection function, which is the counterpart to the new SCREENTECTUS, as well as two jacquard fabrics, 
PINELLA R and TOCCA R, which expand the field in the roller blind textile segment.

SCREENTECTUS

DENSINUS

LASER ROSA V

FANFARE
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Création Baumann AG 
Bern-Zürich-Strasse 23 | CH-4901 Langenthal 
Telefon +41 (0)62 919 62 62 | Fax +41 (0)62 919 62 63
mail@creationbaumann.com | www.creationbaumann.com

CRÉATION BAUMANN Where light and space meet, Création Baumann
systems ensure a perfect balance of aesthetics and function. This is backed by a
unique art of weaving, making the Swiss label a globally leading textile brand,
and the expertise to transform world-class fabrics into outstanding systems.

Show off your rooms to best effect. For inspiration and comprehensive
information on textiles, systems and acoustics, please visit our digital
showroom at www.creationbaumann.com
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